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Abstract

We study whether recursion-free regular monitors have finite equational axiomatizations
with respect to two notions of equivalence, namely verdict and ω-verdict equivalence.

1 Introduction

Equational axiomatizations provide a purely syntactic description of the chosen notion of equiv-
alence over processes and characterize the essence of a process semantics by means of a few
revealing axioms. We consider a fragment of the regular monitors described and studied by
Aceto et al. in, for instance, [1, 4]. Monitors are a key tool in the field of runtime verification
[3], where they are used to check for system properties by analyzing execution traces generated
by processes.

A monitor is an agent that observes the events occurring in a system as it progresses through
time. Two monitors are verdict equivalent when they characterize exactly the same traces as
successful and failure ones. Similarly they are ω-verdict equivalent when they characterize
the same infinite traces as successful and failure ones. Our goal in this work is to study the
equational theory of those relations. We give a ground complete axiomatization for both of those
equivalences. We also study open equations, provide an (infinite) complete axiomatization for
verdict equivalence and we argue that no finite one exists, even when the set of actions monitors
can analyze is finite. Such negative results are common in the field of process algebra [2]
although they usually occur for more expressive languages.

We present a suitable notion of normal form and use it to reduce the verdict equivalence
problem for closed monitors to equality between normal forms. We also study the complexity
of checking equivalence between two closed monitors and find it to be almost linear (off by a
constant factor) in the size of the syntax tree of the monitors. This result is in contrast with
the coNP -completeness for equality testing between star-free regular expressions [6].

Apart from their intrinsic theoretical interest, axiomatizations such as the ones we present
can form the basis for tools for proving equivalences between monitors using theorem-proving
techniques and identify valid laws of “monitor programming” in the sense of [5]. A complete
axiomatization captures all the valid laws of programming in a model-independent way. Such
laws can, for instance, be used as a set of rewrite rules to bring a monitor into an equivalent but
better (for instance, more succinct or canonical) form. Since monitors are often synthesized
automatically from specifications of monitorable properties, non-optimal representations are
very likely to arise as a result of monitor-synthesis algorithms. The availability of a complete
axiomatization of monitor equivalence indicates that, at least for monitors written in the lan-
guages being axiomatized modulo the chosen notion of equivalence, one can always synthesize
“optimal” monitors.
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2 Background

Syntax of monitors Let Act be a set of visible actions, ranged over by a, b. Following
Milner [7], we use τ /∈ Act to denote an unobservable action. We will denote the set of infinite
sequences over Act as Actω. As usual Act∗ stands for the set of finite sequences over Act. Let
Var be a countably infinite set of variables, ranged over by x, y, z.

The collection MonF of regular, recursion-free monitors is the set of terms generated by the
following grammar:

m,n ::= v | a.m | m+ n | x v ::= end | yes | no,

where a ∈ Act and x ∈ Var . The terms end, yes and no are called verdicts. Closed monitors
are those that do not contain any occurrences of variables. For each α ∈ Act ∪ {τ}, we define

the transition relation
α−−→⊆ MonF ×MonF as the least one that satisfies the following rules:

a.m
a−→ m

m
α−−→ m′

m+ n
α−−→ m′

n
α−−→ n′

m+ n
α−−→ n′ v

α−−→ v
.

For s = a1a2 . . . an ∈ Act∗ and n ≥ 0, we use m
s

=⇒ m′ to mean that:

1. m(
τ−→)∗m′ if s = ε, where ε stands for the empty string,

2. m
ε

=⇒ m1
a−→ m2

ε
=⇒ m′ for some m1,m2 if s = a ∈ Act and

3. m
a

=⇒ m1
s′
=⇒ m′ for some m1 if s = a.s′.

If m
s

=⇒ m′ for some m′, we call s a trace of m.

Verdict and ω-Verdict Equivalence Let m be a (closed) monitor. We define:

La(m) = {s ∈ Act∗ | m s
=⇒ yes} and Lr(m) = {s ∈ Act∗ | m s

=⇒ no}.

Note that we allow for monitors that may both accept and reject some trace. This is
necessary to maintain our monitors closed under +. Of course, in practice, one is interested in
monitors that are consistent in their verdicts.

Definition 1. Let m and n be closed monitors. We say that m and n are verdict equivalent,
written m ' n, iff La(m) = La(n) and Lr(m) = Lr(n). We say that m and n are ω-verdict
equivalent, written m 'ω n, iff La(m) ·Actω = La(n) ·Actω and Lr(m) ·Actω = Lr(n) ·Actω.
These equivalences are extended to open monitors in the standard way.

Lemma 1. The following hold: (1) ' and 'ω are both congruences. (2) ' ⊆ 'ω and the
inclusion is strict when Act is finite. (3) If Act is infinite then ' = 'ω.
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• A1: x+ y = y + x

• A2: x+ (y + z) = (x+ y) + z

• A3: x+ x = x

• A4: x+ end = x

• E1a: a.end = end (a ∈ Act)

• Ya: yes = yes+ a.yes (a ∈ Act)

• Na: no = no+ a.no (a ∈ Act)

• D1a: a.(x+ y) = a.x+ a.y (a ∈ Act)

3 Results on axiomatizations and complexity

Our axiom system for verdict equivalence over closed monitors is Eveq, whose axioms are:

Theorem 1. Eveq is complete over closed monitors modulo '. That is if m,n are closed
monitors in MonF and m ' n then Eveq ` m = n. Moreover, Eveq is complete over closed
terms modulo 'ω when Act is infinite.

In order to capture ω-verdict equivalence when Act is finite, we extend the axiom set by:

Eω−veq = Eveq ∪ {yes =
∑
a∈Act

a.yes} ∪ {no =
∑
a∈Act

a.no}. We then prove:

Theorem 2. Eω−veq is complete over closed terms modulo 'ω. That is if m,n are closed
monitors in MonF and m 'ω n then Eω−veq ` m = n,when Act is finite.

Naturally we continue towards the relevant results for open terms. Initially we only expand
the axioms as: E ′veq = Eveq ∪ {yes+ no+ x = yes+ no} and then prove:

Theorem 3. E ′veq is complete for open terms modulo ' when Act is infinite. That is, if m,n
are open monitors in MonF and m ' n then E ′veq ` m = n.

The final part of this work is dedicated to determining an axiomatization with respect
to ' and 'ω for open equations when Act is finite and it includes an analysis on why the
axiomatization cannot be finite.

Finally regarding the complexity of determining whether two monitors are equivalent, our
completeness proof suggests that discovering a normal form for a monitor implies a somewhat
pre-defined application of our axioms. In the case of closed terms the “normalization” procedure
with respect to verdict equivalence can take place recursively and in a way mimicking the
inductive proof of the existence of a normal form. After this is done then the equality testing
of two monitors is trivially testing equality for two rooted, ordered and labelled trees. The final
complexity of the algorithm is O(n · k · log(k)) where k is the size of Act and n is the sum of
the sizes of the syntactic trees of the tested monitors. Future work includes the complexity
analysis for verdict and ω-verdict equivalence testing between open monitors and the study of
the equational theory of regular monitors with recursion.
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